Stage Christmas 2021 ● Juniors
7 à 10 ans ● Mystery in Australia
Scenario: Oh no! Someone has stolen some precious Australian artifacts! The students must travel to
Australia and piece together the clues to solve the mystery. The students will travel around Australia and will
enjoy an Australian Christmas while they search for the criminal. Are you ready to help catch the criminal and
recover the stolen items?
Day 1: Let’s go to Australia!
 Introductions and ice-breaker games
 Discover the mystery, will you accept the challenge?
 Pack a suitcase and buy a plane ticket to Australia
Language focus: presenting oneself, clothing, weather
Grammar: 7-8yrs: learning the verb need / 9-10yrs: using need in a dialogue
Day 2: So much to see in Australia!
 Discover some Australian cities and their monuments
 Travel to the Northern Territory and discover some vital clues
 Make a didgeridoo
Language focus: giving and following directions, common expressions/questions
Grammar: 7-8yrs: forming polite questions / 9-10yrs: using the imperative
Day 3: Watch out for snakes!
 Visit the zoo on the hunt for the criminal
 Learn how to keep safe from some dangerous Australian animals
 Make a kangaroo
Language focus: Australian animals, descriptive and comparative adjectives
Grammar: 7-8yrs: forming simple comparisons / 9-10yrs: using less ____ than
Day 4: Surf’s up!
 Find a mystery object in the sand
 Learn about sports in Australia
 Plan a day out in Sydney as a tourist
Language focus: sports and hobbies, telling the time
Grammar: 7-8yrs: sequencing events / 9-10yrs: using be going to
Day 5: See you later, Alligator!
 Revision
 Put it all together to solve the mystery and catch the criminal!
 Enjoy an Australian Christmas
Language focus: Christmas in Australia, revision
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